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EMBO Practical Course on Image Processing 
for Cryo EM  

1 - 11 September 2015  

Practical 7: map analysis, density fitting and assessment 
This tutorial focuses on the interpretation of three-dimensional maps obtained by single particle EM 
reconstructions. We will use density maps of 3 different protein assemblies as examples: two 
experimental maps representing GroEL chaperonin and Bacteriophage SPP1 portal protein gp6, 
and one simulated map representing adenylate kinase. To analyse those maps we will use 
Chimera and learn various features for visualisation, comparison, representation and segmentation 
of maps. We will also perform the fitting of the corresponding atomic structures of the individual 
subunits into the assembly maps. For that purpose, we will experiment both manual and 
automated rigid fitting of the atomic structures into the density maps. In the last part, we will fit a 
model of adenylate kinase in one conformation into a simulated density map representing a 
different conformation (simulated from a crystal structure). To modify the conformation of the 
atomic structure within the density map we will perform flexible fitting using a different program, 
Flex-EM/MODELLER. We will then assess the quality of the fit using TEMPy. Finally we will show 
how to perform multi-component fitting (assembly fitting) with MultiFit tool in Chimera and with 
TEMPy (using a complex between hen egg lysozyme and an antibody fragment). 

Topics  
The different parts of the tutorial are ordered from simple to complex. At the end we provide links to 
additional chimera features and tutorials.  

1. Basic map display options  
2. Aligning two maps manually and automatically  
3. Rigid fitting of an atomic structure into a map 
4.         Map segmentation  
5. Automated and symmetric fitting 
6. Flexible fitting  
7.  Model assessment  
8. Assembly fitting  

Data Sets 
The files needed for visualisation throughout the tutorial (including results files) should be 
downloaded from:  

http://topf-group.ismb.lon.ac.uk/chimera_download.zip 

into your Downloads directory (assuming you are using Google Chrome) and unzipped via right-
click -> Open with -> Windows Explorer and then click “Extract all files” button.  

To start Chimera, Start -> Program Files -> Departmental Software -> Biological Sciences -> 
Chimera -> Chimera 1.10. To open files in Chimera use File --> Open and use the file browser to 
locate the chimera_download directory from the step above. 
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Part 1: Basic map display options 

Use menu entry File / Open to open groel_apo.map found in the data directory or fetch map from 
web (slow) using menu entry File / Fetch by Id entering 1042 in EMDB entry field. The resolution of 
this map is 10.3 Å. 

 

Movement  

• Left mouse button - rotate map.  
• Middle button - move map in x, y, or z (hold ctrl key).  
• Right button - zoom in and out.  

(On a Mac with a one-button mouse hold the option (alt) key down for the middle mouse button, 
and the apple (cmd) key down for right mouse button. Holding the shift key down makes smaller 
motions for finer control.) 

Step size  

The Volume Viewer dialog indicates the map size is 
1193 voxels (119 by 119 by 119). The Step button 
indicates a step size of 2, that is, every other data 
plane is being used along the x, y and z axes.  

Change the step size to 1 to show the full resolution 
data. The surface will appear smoother. If this slows 
the program down too much, change the step size 
back to 2.  

To hide/show the map you can click off/on the eye icon, next to Step.  

Contour level  

The Volume Viewer dialog shows a histogram of the data values. Move the vertical bar on the 
histogram to change the contour level.  

The displayed surface represents the positions in the map having value equal to the contour level. 
Higher contour level produces a smaller surface.  
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Surface colour  

Press the square Color button in the Volume Viewer dialog to change the surface colour. Move the 
black boxes on the colour bars of the colour dialog to adjust red, green and blue components of 
colour.  

Press the Opacity button on the colour dialog and adjust the opacity (bottom colour bar labelled 
with A) to make the surface transparent.  

Surface smoothing  

Use Volume Viewer dialog menu entry  

Features / Surface and Mesh Options  

to display additional options and turn on option  

Surface smoothing iterations 2, factor 0.3  

Turn off surface smoothing if this slows the program down too much. 

Transparency  

A useful feature for viewing multiple overlapping maps is the Transparency option. Bring it up by 
clicking on  

Features / Brightness and Transparency 

Notice that two slide bars labelled Brightness and Transparency appear below the data values in 
the Volume Viewer. Make the map transparent by clicking and dragging the Transparency slide 
bar. A transparency factor of 0.50 means the map is now 50% transparent.  

 

Mesh  

Click the mesh switch below the density histogram in the 
volume viewer dialog.  

Turn off surface smoothing. In Square mesh mode with no 
smoothing the displayed mesh corresponds to the 
intersection of volume xy, yz and xz grid planes with the 
surface.  

Click on  

Smooth mesh lines  

Zoom in close to see the effect. With some graphics cards this may not change the appearance.  

Grid plane spacing  
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Use volume menu entry  

Features / Coordinates  

The voxel size gives the spacing between grid planes along x, y and z axes. For this map it is 1.74 
Å. The Origin index specifies the location of the corner of the map in xyz coordinates but using 
voxel units. In this case it is 0, 0, 0. Note that the origin in previous versions of Chimera is given in 
Angstroms (Å). To display the box, check Data display options in the Features entry of the Volume 
Viewer dialog, and then check Show outline box using color... 

Often a map file will not contain the grid plane spacing and in those cases you can enter correct 
values (from you data) here. Correct scale is needed for fitting atomic models.  

 

 

 

 

Model Panel  

The Model Panel dialog can be used to list the maps we have open in Chimera. Open the Model 
Panel by clicking on:  

Favorites / Model Panel.  

The Model Panel has 4 columns:  

• ID - structure ID # (e.g. 0, 1, 2, 3) 

• Active - toggle locking (a locked structure will not 
move when the camera view is changed) 

• Shown - toggle visibility 

• Name - Name of the structure 

Changing View Types  

The view type by default is 'perspective'; that is, parts of maps and structures further away from 
you will appear smaller. You can change that by clicking on the main menu entry  

Tools / Viewing Controls / Camera  

The projection option can then be changed between 'perspective' and 'orthographic'.  
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Choosing contour level 

We will set the contour level so that the surface encloses the estimated volume of the 7 GroEL 
subunits of approximately 484,000 Å3. The estimate uses 1.21 Å3 per dalton and molecular weight 
of 400 kDa.  

In the Volume Dialog open menu entry  

Tools / Measure Volume and Area 

Adjust the contour level until it gives the desired 
volume. By default, the enclosed Volume (and Area) 
will be automatically updated as you vary the contour 
level.  

 

Part 2: Aligning two maps manually and automatically 
We will now look at GroEL maps in two different conformations (apo and GroES-bound). We will 
first try to manually align the two maps and then improve the alignment by an automatic map fitting. 
The alignment will enable us to compare the two maps.  

Open groel_apo.map if it is not already opened. This is a map of GroEL in the apo conformation. 
Open the second map groel_es.map using menu entry File / Open.  

This is a map of GroEL in the GroES-bound conformation. The Volume Viewer dialog indicates the 
map size is 1923 voxels and the voxel size is 1.4 Å/pixel. The resolution of this map is higher than 
the resolution of the apo map (7.7 Å). Change the step size to 1 (using the Step key) to show the 
full resolution data. The surface will appear smoother. If this slows the program down too much, 
change the step size back to 2.  

Put the two maps in view  

To get a better view of both maps open Chimera main menu entry 

Tools / Viewing Controls / Side View  

The side view window shows the models from the side (perpendicular 
to the view in the main window). Move the vertical yellow lines (which 
represent clip planes) so both the map and model lie between them. 
The yellow square on the left in the side view represents your eye. 
Move it left or right to zoom out or in, or click on View All button to 
automatically view all open structures that are shown in the main 
Chimera Graphics Window. Use the left mouse to rotate them in order 
to get a better view.  

Aligning maps manually  

It is useful to display one map in mesh style and the other in surface style to see both clearly. Do 
that by changing the options next to style in the Volume Viewer dialog.  

Lock groel_apo.map using Chimera main menu entry  
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Favorites / Model Panel  

and by clicking off the check-button in the Active column next groel_apo.map (#0). Bring 
groel_es.map closer to groel_apo.map. Try to rotate and move the map such that the two maps 
are aligned. Use both side views and top views (hole in the middle) to guide you. To make 
groel_apo.map active again turn back on the A check-button in the Model Panel dialog. 

 

Aligning maps automatically  

Chimera can optimize the fit of one density map into another density map automatically using the 
Fit in Map tool. This tool can fit one density map into another or atomic coordinates into a density 
map. Local optima are found, not necessarily the global optimum. To use it open Volume Viewer 
menu entry 

Tools / Fit in Map  

and select 

Fit groel_es.map (#1) in map groel_apo.map (#0). 

Expand the options by clicking Options button. Click off the check-button next to Use only data 
above contour level from first map. Select correlation in the Optimize field and then press on the Fit 
key. You can repeat the optimisation a number of times to improve the cross-correlation. Report 
the correlation (it should be ~0.635).  

 

 

 

 

 

Once the maps are aligned you can see that they represent two different conformations. (note that 
the maps can be aligned even if one is rotated 180 degrees, but the correlation in that case will be 
lower). 
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If you want to save the groel_es.map in the newly aligned position you have to interpolate 
(resample) the original map on a new grid. This can be done with the vop resample command: 
(see :http://plato.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/UsersGuide/midas/vop.html#resample).  

If you resample groel_es.map in the same grid as groel_apo.map you could morph one map into 
another. For this use  

Volume Viewer / Tools / Morph Map   

(see: http://plato.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/ContributedSoftware/morphmap/morphmap.html for 
further explanation). 

Part 3: Rigid Fitting of an atomic structure into a map 
We will fit the crystal structure of GroEL in the apo conformation into the corresponding cryoEM 
map (groel_apo.map). The structure will be fitted as one rigid body. 

If groel_es.map is opened close it by using menu entry  

Favorites / Model Panel  

and select the groel_es.map by clicking the ID column. Then click the close bar on the side menu.  

Open PDB structure and change representation 

Open groel_apo.map (EM Databank ID: 1042) if it is not already opened. Open 
1oel_subunit.pdb (PDB ID: 1OEL).   

The PDB model and map are far apart. To see both use Chimera main menu entry  

Favorites / Side View  

to zoom out or in.  

The structure is represented in a round ribbons. To display 
atoms use menu entries: 

Actions / Atoms / show  

and to hide ribbons use: 
 
Actions / Ribbon / hide.  

Then turn on ribbons again (and remove atoms) using the menu entry:  

Presets / Interactive 1 (ribbons). 

To view both the structure and the map use Side View and zoom out (or click on the View All 
button). Use the left mouse to rotate them in order to get a better view.  

Manually fit a structure into the map  

To move the model closer to the map use menu entry  
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Favorites / Model Panel  

Lock the map in its position by clicking off the check-button in the A column next to groel_apo.map. 
Then move the PDB structure so that it overlaps with the map. Then turn back on the A check-
button so the maps and model can both be moved.  

If you moved/rotated the model and you want to go back to the previous position use Chimera main 
menu entry 

Tools / Movement / Undo Move.  

Orient the groel_apo.map so that you get a side view of the GroEL subunits. Then lock the map 
position using the Model Panel dialog and rotate the PDB structure so it is similarly oriented and 
superimposed onto the map. Try to manually orient the model as shown below 

  

 

 

 

Note that ctrl middle mouse button moves the model perpendicular to the screen.  

Automated local optimization of the fit  

Optimize the fit using the Volume Viewer menu entry  

Tools / Fit in Map  

Select the structure and the map you want to use for automated fitting: 

Fit 1oel_subunit.pdb (#1) in map groel_apo.map (#0)  

Then press the Fit button. After a few seconds the PDB model is moved to the nearest optimized 
position. Clicking Fit again may further improve the results, especially if convergence was not 
reached. The fit should get better than the previous manual fit as shown above. 

 

 

 

 

Calculate cross-correlation 

In order to calculate the cross-correlation coefficient between the atomic structure and the map 
expand the Options panel in the Fit_in_Map dialog (if it is hidden). Click on the check-button next to  
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Use map simulated from atoms  

and enter the resolution of the map in the box next to 
resolution (10.3).  

Click off the check-button next to   

Use only data above contour level from first map.  

Then press on the Update key and the cross-correlation will appear on the top left corner (next to 
Correlation). Report the correlation (~0.93).  

A new density map (was simulated from the atomic coordinates using the given resolution and is 
shown in the Chimera Graphics Window. The cross-correlation was calculated between this map 
and the groel_apo.map. The density histogram of the new map will appear in the Volume Viewer 
dialog. If you wanted to save the new map click on  

File / Save map as 

in the Volume Viewer dialog.  

Close the new map using the “—“ icon next to the eye icon above the histogram. 

Map zoning around selected atoms  

GroEL subunit has 3 domains – equatorial, intermediate and apical. To examine the fit of a specific 
domain you can display the density map within a specified distance of selected atoms in the 
domain. This can be done using the Zone Display tool.  

First select the apical domain in the fitted PDB structure (ID=1) by using the Chimera command. 
Display the Chimera command line using menu entry:  

Favorites / Command Line. 

then type the command:  

select #1:192-372 

in the entry field at the bottom of the Chimera Graphics Window and press Enter.  

Then open the Volume Viewer dialog menu entry 

Features / Zone  
 
and type in 10 in the box next to Radius. The Radius can also be adjusted by moving the slider or 
by typing in a new value. Click on the zone key. The map will be displayed only from 10 Å to any 

selected atoms. 
 
If the set of selected atoms is changed, Zone must be clicked again to move the zone accordingly. 
Otherwise, the zone will remain centred on the formerly selected atoms. Click on No Zone turns off 
zoning and restore the original extents of the data.  
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Map Region Colouring  

Colour map to show the three domains of the GroEL subunit. First, hide GroEL_apo.map using the 
eye icon next to the histogram. Colour each domain (equatorial, intermediate and apical) in a 
different colour using the following commands in the command line (press Enter after each 
command):  

colour green #1:1-137,411-525 
 

colour yellow #1:138-191,375-410 
 
colour red #1:192-374 

Select all atoms using ctrl-click and up-arrow key. Then use Volume Viewer to display the map 
again and open menu entry:  

Tools / Color Zone. 

Set radius to 5 and press Color to color map 
surface to match colours of selected molecules 
within 5 Å. 

Hide the atomic structure by using the Model Panel (Favorites menu): select groel_apo.map (#0) 
and press the Show only button in right column of Model Panel. 

Text labels  

To place text labels on the colour regions use Chimera main menu entry  

Tools / Utilities / 2D Labels  

Click in the Graphics Window and then type to create a text label. Labels can be repositioned with 
the mouse. They can be deleted using the 2D label dialog. These 2D labels do not move when the 
map is rotated. They are primarily used for making figures with menu entry  

File / Save Image  

To re-enable rotating maps with the left mouse button close the 2D label dialog.  

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, a Chimera session (the state of Chimera during use) can be saved and restored. To save 
your current state use menu entry: 

File / Save Session As.   
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Part 4: Map segmentation 

We will now try a tool called Segger, which uses the watershed method to automatically segment 
3D density maps obtained using cryoEM (http://ncmi.bcm.edu/ncmi/software/segger/). We will 
segment the cryoEM map of the 13mer assembly of the Bacteriophage SPP1 portal protein gp6 
(EMD-1020). Using manual and automated segmentation we will identify a monomer in the density 
map.  

Automatic segmentation and grouping segments 

Close the previous session using menu entry  

File / Close Session.  

Open emd_1020.map from Chimera (Fetch by ID). Select the appropriate contour level from the 
Volume Viewer dialog (0.012 for this exercise). Only voxels with density values above the specified 
contour level will be considered for segmentation. To segment the map, open the Segment Map 
dialog by selecting  

Tools / Volume Data / Segment Map  

and select the map in the dropdown menu. Click the Segment button with the default settings from 
the Segment map dialog.  

In this case, the initial segmentation produced 53 regions. 
Each region is shown as a smooth coloured surface 
surrounding the voxels it contains. The segmented regions 
can be further smoothened and grouped to form fewer and 
larger regions by clicking the Group button in the Segment 
map dialog. For additional options click the Options button. 

All the information about the segmentation and its 
associated regions is stored in Chimera. It is shown in the 
model panel (emd_1020.seg). The source map 
emd_1020.map remains unaffected.  

 

 

 

 

 

The number of regions obtained by segmentation can be controlled by changing the smoothing 
steps and the step size in Segmenting Options. Larger smoothing steps result in larger and fewer 
regions. The step size controls the rate of smoothing. With a smaller step size, less smoothing is 
performed at each step. For more details about the segmenting options see 
http://ncmi.bcm.edu/ncmi/software/segger/docs_segmenting.  

Initial segmentation 
53 regions 
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Manual Grouping and colouring 

Segmented regions can be manually selected and grouped. From the above 53 segmented 
regions, try to select 4 adjacent regions that represent a monomer of the map (see red part in 
figure below) using the mouse by holding the Shift+Control key. After selecting, click the Group 
button in the Segment Map dialog. This will group the selected 4 regions into one.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For further details see: 
 http://plato.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/ContributedSoftware/segger/segment.html. 

Saving segmented map 

Note that, saving the session after segmentation will not save the segmented model 
emd_1020.seg by default. Save emd_1020.seg separately using  

File / Save segmentation  
from the Segment Map dialog.  
Do not close the current session. We will use it in Part 5 of this tutorial. 

 

Part 5: Automated and symmetric fitting 
First, we will use Segger to automatically fit the monomer of gp6 into the previously segmented and 
grouped region (emd_1020.seg). Second, we will apply symmetry and fit the monomer into the 
whole map. Finally, we will experiment fitting using global search option in Chimera. 

Automatic fitting using Segger 

Open the gp6 monomer structure (gpp6_0.pdb). Select the manually grouped region (if it is not 
selected already) using the mouse and the control key. To fit the structure into the selected region, 
open the Fit to Segments dialog by selecting: 

Tools / Volume Data / Fit to Segments 
in the main Chimera window. 
In the Fit to Segment dialog, select the gpp6_0.pdb from the Structure to fit drop down list. Expand 
Options, and enter the map resolution as 10 and the grid spacing as 1.9. Click the Fit button by 
leaving the other input options to their default values. For more fitting options see 
http://ncmi.bcm.edu/ncmi/software/segger/docs_fitting. 
Fitting with the above options will generate one fit as shown in the Fit to Segment dialog. 
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Symmetric fitting 

With the initial fitting from the previous exercise, we will try to fit the symmetry-related copies of the 
monomer into the whole map with the sym command in Chimera (see: 
http://plato.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/UsersGuide/midas/sym.html). 

Open model panel using Favorites / Model Panel. Uncheck the column Shown corresponding to 
the segmented map (emd_1020.seg) in the Model Panel and adjust the transparency of the source 
map (emd_1020.mrc). Then type the command:  

sym #2 group c13 coordinateSystem #0 center 105,105,105 

in the entry field at the bottom of the Chimera Graphics 
Window and press Enter. 

The options used in the above sym command are: 

- #2 represents the atomic structure (gpp6_0.pdb). 

- group c13 defines the cyclic symmetry with 13 
copies 

- coordinateSystem #0 defines the reference 
coordinate system of the emd_1020.mrc map 

- center 105,105,105 defines the centre of symmetry of the map. From the Volume Viewer we 
can see that emd_1020.mrc origin is placed at grid index 0,0,0. The voxel size is 2.1 Å/pix and the 
map dimensions are 100x100x100. The centre of the map in voxel units would be 50,50,50 and in 
Å units would be (105,105,105) (50 * 2.1 = 105). 
 

Fitting using global search 

Chimera provides an alternative procedure to generate fits into the map using the global search 
option. The fits generated using global search can provide multiple solutions that can later be 
analysed further. To demonstrate the global search option, we will use the density map of homo 
pentameric bacteriophage T7 large terminase (emd-2355.map) and identify possible fits for the 
Terminase gp19 monomer (4bij_a.pdb) into the map. From the set of the fits obtained from the 
global search option, we will pick the fit with the highest correlation value. Finally, we will produce 
the whole fit for the map by using the sym command.  

If you like to save the current session, then do 
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 File / Save Session As 

Close the current session using menu entry 

File / Close Session.  

Open emd-2355.map and 4bij_a.pdb from Chimera. To aid better visualisation, select the 
suggested contour level of 0.0383 (as suggested by the authors) for the map from the Volume 
Viewer dialog. Set the transparency factor for the map to 0.50. 
 
To do fitting by global search, type the command: 
 
fitmap #1 #0 resolution 16.0 search 50 
 
The options used in the above fitmap command are: 
 
- #1 represents the atomic structure (4bij_a.pdb) 
 
- #0 represents the density map 
 
- resolution 16.0 is the resolution of the map(emd-2355.map) 
 
- search 50 generates 50 placements of the 4bij_a.pdb within the map  
 
All the other parameters of the fitmap command are left to their default values. The command will 
produce a list of fits shown in the Fit List dialog. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The fits are arranged based on the overlap score (by default) or the correlation score (if specified) 
in decreasing order. Different fits from the list can be visualized in the Chimera Graphics Window 
by selecting them from the Fit List dialog. 
 
 
 
Select the fit with the highest score (the top row in the list). It will look like below: 
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Generate cyclic symmetry copies using the sym command 
 
sym #1 group C5 coordinateSystem #0 center 176,176,176 
 
The command will produce 5 copies of 4bij_a using cyclic symmetry as shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The map has an associated fit of the homo pentamer (4BIJ.pdb) deposited in the EMDB. Open 
4BIJ.pdb, to compare your model of the pentamer with the model deposited in the EMDB. 
 
To check the other fits from the Fit List dialog, first undo the sym command by typing the below 
command in the command line 
 
~sym 
 
Select any other fit from the Fit List dialog and repeat the sym command to see symmetric fits 
 
For more options see http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/current/docs/UsersGuide/midas/fitmap.html 

More Chimera features:  
General 
 
User Guide containing tutorials, a description of basic functions and a tools index for more 
advanced use: 
http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/current/docs/UsersGuide/ 
 
Tool bar: choosing Favorites / Add to Favorites/Toolbar from Chimera main menu will allow you to 
select whether to show a tool's icon in the toolbar (placed below or on the side of Chimera 
Graphics Window). 
 
Chimera Sessions: the state of Chimera during use can be saved and restored. A session file 
consists of Python code that reconstitutes most aspects of Chimera by displaying data and 
performing other operations. See:  
http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/UsersGuide/sessions.html 
 
Visualization of density maps: 
 
A set of tutorials specifically related to visualization of density maps: 
http://plato.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/data/tutorials/volumetour/volumetour.html 
 
Volume Viewer documentation: 
http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/ContributedSoftware/volumeviewer/volumeviewer.html 
 
Experimental plug-ins for Chimera: 
http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/experimental/experimental.html 
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Part 6: Flexible fitting with Flex-EM 

Local rigid fitting methods do not fully utilize the information in the cryoEM map. Often, the 
conformation of the atomic structure may differ from the conformation represented by the map. 
Also, if a homology model is used for the fitting, the model may suffer from loop distortions, 
movement of secondary structure elements, or other errors introduced in the comparative 
modelling procedure itself (e.g. incorrect alignment). These problems can be overcome by using a 
flexible fitting method, whereby the protein structure is optimized simultaneously using the fit into 
the EM map and the regular scoring function incorporating stereochemistry and nonbonded 
interactions.  

For this tutorial, a homology model of e-coli adenylate kinase (generated by MODELLER using a 
homologous structure, PDB code: 1DVR:B) is refined within its 10 Å resolution native density map. 
The map was generated from adenylate kinase crystal structure (PDB code: 1AKE:A) using 
Chimera molmap command (using sigmaFactor=0.225). To improve the fit between the model and 
the density map we will run the Flex-EM program, using the MODELLER. 

All Flex-EM files are in PRAC-7 directory under flex-em_data directory. We will use the unix 
server to run Flex-EM and visualize the results in Chimera (on the PC) using the pre-calculated 
models. 

For this part of the tutorial you should be familiar with the basic features of the Chimera or any 
other molecular visualization software that allows you to display density maps. We will use 
Chimera for demonstration. 

Start Chimera and open 1akeA_10A.mrc and mdl1.pdb.  

You can see in the Volume Viewer dialog that the size of 1ake_10A.map is 223 voxels where each 
voxel size is 3 Å/pixel. The resolution of this map is 10 Å. The origin index should be 2.1647 -
4.4603 1.8033.  

mdl1.pdb is the homology model of e-coli adenylate kinase, already fitted in the map. To get a 
clearer view of the fit change the display to ribbons and make the map transparent. From visual 
inspection you can see that the fit can be improved (also by changing the contour level). For 
example, colour residues 31-74 by typing the command 

color white #1:31-74 

in the entry field at the bottom of the Chimera Graphics Window and press Enter. You can see that 
the residues in white lie outside the density.  
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1. Flexible fitting using secondary structure elements as rigid bodies 

To improve the fit will run Flex-EM using MODELLER(version 9 and above).  

In the current application of Flex-EM we will employ only 2 iterations of simulated annealing 
molecular dynamics (MD) refinement. We first have to edit the control file flex-em1.py. Open the 
file by typing: 

nedit flex-em1.py 

Edit the parameters below INPUT PARAMETERS: 

1. Define the mode of optimization: 

  optimization = 'MD'.  

2. Set the input parameters of the atomic structure that you want to fit: 

 input_pdb_file=’mdl1.pdb’ 

3.  Edit the EM map parameters (note that the origin is in Å): 

em_map_file = '1akeA_10A.mrc' # name of EM density map (mrc) 
format='MRC'                             # map format: MRC or XPLOR 
apix=3                                  # voxel size: A/pixel 
box_size=22                              # size of the density map (cubic) 
resolution=10.0                          # resolution 
x= -6.494; y=13.381; z=-5.410          # origin of the map (in Å) 

4. Specify the directory in which you want the results to be found:  

 init_dir = 1 

This will produce the results in a directory called 1_md. 

5. Specify the number of simulated annealing iterations (for the purpose of this tutorial we are 
going to do only 2 iterations): 
  
num_of_iter = 2 

and close flex-em1.py. 

In order to reduce the conformational space that has to be searched during this procedure, groups 
of atoms are defined and moved as rigid bodies (e.g., domains, sub-domains, secondary structure 
elements). This is done by editing the file rigid.txt.  

Open the file by typing 

nedit rigid.txt 

The file uses the following format: 

- Comment lines begin with '#'  (e.g., describing the rigid body: '#domain', '#helix', '#beta').  

- Other lines: each line describes one rigid body by specifying the initial and final residue of each of 
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the segments in that rigid body (e.g., '2 6 28 30' means that residues 2-6 and 28-30 will be 
included in the same rigid body).  

In this tutorial we use the secondary structure elements of mdl1.pdb as rigid bodies. This level of 
description is typically suitable for a map of 10 Å resolution. To obtain those elements you could 
use Chimera. Open the Model Panel dialog and select mdl1.pdb by clicking on the ID column next 
to it (#1). Click the sequence bar on the side menu. A new panel corresponding to the sequence of 
mdl1.pdb will appear. The secondary structure elements are indicated on top of the sequence – 
beta strands are coloured green and alpha helices are coloured yellow (based on the PDB file or 
on DSSP (Kabsch & Sander, Biopolymers 1983). Placing the left mouse on top of an amino-acid 
letter will show its corresponding number at the bottom left of the sequence panel. 

 

You probably noticed that we already edited the file using the secondary structure elements of 
mdl1.pdb as rigid bodies. Check that the numbers are correct.  

Run the program by typing 

modpy.sh python flex-em1.py > flex-em1.log & 

Apart from the output file flex-em1.log, the program generates a number of files in the 1_md 
directory. After each iteration of simulated annealing a pdb file with the latest refined coordinates is 
generated (e.g., md1_1.pdb is generated after one cycle of simulated annealing, md1_2.pdb after 
a second cycle of simulated annealing, and final1_mdcg.pdb after a final CG minimisation). You 
can open these files in Chimera to see the progression of the optimisation. On completion, the 
program generates a file final1_mdcg.pdb containing the final structure that has been refined by 
flexible fitting into the map. 

To look at the change in CC during the optimization you can type the following command: 

grep "Mod-EM" flex-em1.log | awk '{printf "%7.4f\n", $7}' | more 

(You can press ctrl C to stop this command). When the optimisation is finished you could look 
directly at the final CC value by typing:  

grep "Mod-EM" flex-em1.log | awk '{printf "%7.4f\n", $7}' | tail -1 

Report the initial and final values of the CC. You can also save the CC values into a text file and 
open it in Excel in order to see the convergence of the score. 

Open final1_mdcg.pdb in Chimera and change it into ribbon representation. By visual inspection 
of the initial model (mdl1.pdb, in magenta) and the final model (final1_mdcg.pdb, in cyan), it is 
clear that several secondary structure elements have moved towards the density.  
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The level of refinement can be understood via comparison to the native structure (which in this 
case is already known). We will compare both models (initial and final) with the native structure 
using the Cα Root Mean Square Deviation (Cα RMSD) measure. 

Open the native structure 1akeA.pdb in Chimera and change it into ribbon representation. To 
calculate the Cα RMSD between the initial model and the native structure type the command 

rmsd #1:1-213@ca #3:1-213@ca 

in the Chimera command line. 

You can see that the Cα RMSD (shown in the bottom left of Chimera Graphics Window) is ~4.5 Å. 
Now check the RMSD from the native structure of your refined model by typing: 

rmsd #2:1-213@ca #3:1-213@ca 

Using the density information, the Cα RMSD of the model from the native structure has been 
reduced from ~4.5 Å to ~2.3 Å. 

2. Hierarchical flexible fitting with Flex-EM/RIBFIND 

It is possible to reduce ‘overfitting’ by first running Flex-EM with coarser rigid bodies and then 
remove some restraints by running it with rigid bodies defined as secondary-structure elements (as 
in Part 6: section 1). To get the larger rigid bodies you can submit mdl1.pdb to the RIBFIND 
server: http://ribfind.ismb.lon.ac.uk. Open the website with Firefox (not Chrome). 

You can start the refinement using the rigid bodies downloaded from RIBFIND server (with the set 
that contains the maximal number of rigid bodies – in this case 2). Click on move the cutoff value to 
11 and then “Download rigid body file”.  

 

Call the file rigid_RF.txt not to confuse it with rigid.txt. The rigid bodies should look like this: 

#RIBFIND_clusters: 6.5 14.0 2 8 10 2.8 
13 24 202 212 2 6 28 30 81 84 105 110 193 197 161 185 7 12 25 27 186 192 
198 201  
31 41 44 54 61 73 90 95 42 43 55 60  
#individual_rigid_bodies 2 
113 119  
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123 126 132 134 153 154  

You can select the rigid bodies in chimera in order to visualise them on mdl1.pdb by typing the 
following in the Chimera command line: 

color red #1:13-24,202-212,2-6,28-30,81-84,105-110,193-197,161-185,7-
12,25-27,186-192,198-201 

Press Enter. Then type: 

color blue #1:31-41,44-54,61-73,90-95,42-43,55-60 

and press Enter again.  

The two large rigid bodies should be coloured red and blue respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copy flex-em1.py to flex-em2.py by typing the command: 

cp flex-em1.py flex-em2.py 

In the new input file (flex-em2.py) edit the following lines: 

init_dir = 2 
 
rigid_filename = 'rigid_RF.txt' 

Re-run Flex-EM by typing 

     modpy.sh python flex-em2.py > flex-em2.log & 

Once this run is finished open the refined structure (md2_2.pdb) in Chimera. Now, calculate the 
Cα RMSD of your refined model from the native structure. Has the model improved? Report the 
RMSD value.  

To further improve the result use this model as an initial model for further refinement using the rigid 
bodies as in part 1 of the tutorial (rigid.txt). First copy flex-em1.py to flex-em3.py and 
md2_2.pdb  from 2_md/ to the location where flex-em3.py is present. Then edit flex-em3.py: 

input_pdb_file= 'md2_2.pdb' 

init_dir = 3 
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and run it.  

After two iterations of Flex-EM refinement note that the overall Cα RMSD between the final refined 
model (final3_mdcg.pdb, which can be found in 3_md/) and the native structure is similar to the 
initial refined model without using RIBFIND rigid bodies (final1_mdcg.pdb). However, if you 
calculate the Cα RMSD of the individual helices, you will find that the Cα RMSD for helix 90-98 has 
been reduced significantly (from ~3.3 to ~2.0 Å), which means that the current model is more 
accurate in this region (however, helix 12-24 is less accurate). To further demonstrate this point we 
will next assess the different models using a local correlation score using TEMPy. 

Links: 

RIBFIND software and documentation: http://ribfind.ismb.lon.ac.uk 

Flex-EM software and documentation: http://topf-group.ismb.lon.ac.uk/flex-em/ 

MODELLER software, documentation, tutorials: http://www.salilab.org/modeller/ 

References: 

Pandurangan AP, Topf M. RIBFIND: a web server for identifying rigid bodies in protein structures 
and to aid flexible fitting into cryo EM maps. Bioinformatics 28:2391-3, 2012. 

Pandurangan AP, Topf M. Finding rigid bodies in protein structures: Application to flexible fitting 
into cryoEM maps. J Struct Biol. 177:520-531, 2012. 

Topf M, Lasker K, Webb B, Wolfson H, Chiu W, Sali A. Protein structure fitting and refinement 
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Sali. Comparative Protein Structure Modeling With MODELLER. Current Protocols in 
Bioinformatics, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Supplement 15, 5.6.1-5.6.30, 2006. 

 

Part 7: Model assessment with TEMPy 
 
TEMPy is a toolkit for processing atomic models & maps and assessing fitted models in maps. 
Currently the main functionalities incorporated in TEMPy are assessment/improvement of fits by 
generating an ensemble of poses and using multiple functions to score fits locally and globally, in 
addition to map and model processing routines. TEMPy is available from 
http://tempy.ismb.lon.ac.uk/.  
 
A few lines of python code (as a script file) are usually required for carrying out these tasks. To 
make full use of TEMPy one needs basic python programming skills but different example scripts 
included in the package cover basic use cases and provide starting points for advanced tasks.  

In this part of the tutorial, we will use scoring with the Segment-based Cross Correlation Coefficient 
(SCCC) implemented in TEMPy to assess the fitted models generated with Flex-EM (Part 6). 
SCCC is a local cross correlation score calculated on user-defined segments in a protein chain. 
The segments that were allowed to move during flexible refinement can be scored through the 
refinement process to check the improvement. Density of each segment is simulated to the 
resolution of the target map and cross correlation is calculated on the segment density (generated 
using a mask). 

The files to be used are in PRAC-7 under tempy_sccc directory 
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(You can also copy your own files resulting from the flex-em run into this folder). 
 
The example script get_sccc.py can be used to get the SCCC scores for each segment 
mentioned in the corresponding rigid body file (from Part 6). The script file can be opened in a text 
editor to see the comments associated with different steps in SCCC score calculation with TEMPy. 
 
The script has to be run as:  
 
source /s/emib/s/epd/setup2.csh 
 
python get_sccc.py map_file pdb_file resolution rigid_body_file 
 
- map_file corresponds to the map we use for scoring (here 1ake_10A.mrc) 
- pdb_file corresponds to the fit we want to score: 
 
1akeA.pdb - native structure 
mdl1.pdb  - initial fit 
1_md/final1_mdcg.pdb - final after SS refinement (from flex-em1.py) 
md2_2.pdb - after RIBFIND rigid bodies - (flex-em2.py) 
3_md/final3_mdcg.pdb  - second stage refinements (flex-em3.py) 
 
- resolution – the resolution of the map (here: 10) 
- rigid_body_file – the corresponding rigid bodies we want to score (here: rigid.txt, rigid_RF.txt) 
   
Once the program is running the scores are printed on the terminal and a Chimera attribute file, 
which can be used to colour the model based on the SCCC scores, is generated. For example, the 
attribute file corresponding to model mdl1.pdb is mdl1.pdb_attribute.txt. The attribute file has the 
score corresponding to each residue in the segment.  
 
Open the model in Chimera. As we are not scoring/colouring the fit of loops here, the whole model 
may be first coloured white (using the command color white #X where X is the model number). 
Use the option: Tools/ Structure Analysis/ Define Attribute to assign the attribute file for the model 
and colour based on the SCCC scores (note the restrict to model dialog). A new window Render/ 
Select by Attribute opens in Chimera where this can be done (here keep the attribute of residues). 
A single model should be coloured by opening the corresponding attribute file, at a time.  
 
Note that the range of score values used to colour segments has to be consistent when you 
compare multiple models based on the score. The lower and upper bounds can be fixed by clicking 
on the red and blue sliders and entering the corresponding value in the Render/ Select by attribute 
window.  
See  http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/docs/ContributedSoftware/defineattrib/defineattrib.html for 
different ways to assign attributes to models. 
 

   

The above fig panels shows from left to right the initial model (mdl1.pdb), refined model based on 
secondary structures described as rigid bodies (final1_mdcg.pdb) and refined model after 
hierarchical flexible fitting (final3_mdcg.pdb). A range of 0.5 to 0.95 (blue to red) was used. 
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To get a better idea about the quality of local fit and compare the different modes of flex-em 
refinements, the scale of colouring based on SCCC scores can be shortened to the range 0.75 to 
0.95 (blue to red).  The above fig. panels shows from left to right the refined model based on 
secondary structures described as rigid bodies (final1_mdcg.pdb) and the refined model after 
hierarchical flexible fitting (final3_mdcg.pdb).  

References: 

Farabella, I., Vasishtan, D., Joseph, A.P., Pandurangan, A.P., Sahota, H., and Topf, M. (2015). 
TEMPy  : a Python library for assessment of three-dimensional electron microscopy density fits. J. 
Appl. Crystallogr. 48 
 
Lukoyanova, N. et al. (2015). PLoS Biol. 13, e1002049. 
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Part 8: Assembly Fitting 
 

1. Assembly fitting using MultiFit 

MultiFit performs simultaneous rigid fitting of multiple atomic-resolution structures into density 
maps at resolutions as low as 25 Å. Multiple copies of a structure can be fit assuming cyclic 
symmetry, or multiple different structures can be fit without symmetry constraints. The program 
optimizes a score based on the quality of fit of the structures in the map, protrusions of the 
structures from the map envelope, and shape complementarity between pairs of structures. 
Chimera provides a graphical interface to running this program via a web service hosted by the 
UCSF RBVI. 

For this tutorial, we will use the MultiFit tool in Chimera to fit a three-component assembly (PDBID: 
2DQJ; Crystal structure of the complex between hen egg lysozyme (HEL) and the anti-
HEL antibody HyHEL-10 Fv fragment) into a simulated map derived from the PDB. The simulated 
map is at 10 Å resolution. 

Close any previous session in the Chimera. 

File / Close Session.  

Use menu entry File / Open to open the data files (from your chimera_download folder that you 
downloaded in Part 1 of the tutorial) in the following order 

2dqj_10A_tempy.mrc (the map file) 

2dqj_L.pdb (Component 1) 

2dqj_H.pdb (Component 2) 

2dqj_Y.pdb (Component 3) 

Note that for this purpose of the tutorial, the positions and orientations of the individual components 
were randomised. 

Set the contour level of the map to 1.0 

Open the MultiFit dialog by selecting 

Tools/ Volume Data/ MultiFit  

The models to fit should be chosen (highlighted) in the table with the mouse. A block of models can 
be chosen by dragging, or by clicking on the first (or last) line in the desired block and then Shift-
clicking on its last (or first) line.  

Check the Fit globally option for all the components as shown below. The option indicates whether 
to search translations all over the density map and all orientations instead of only shifts of up to 
±15 Å in each direction and rotations of up to ±30° from a model's current position.  

Set the following options in the MultiFit tool 

Number of output assemblies = 10 
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Resolution of the density map (Å) = 10.0 

Sampling angle (15 to 270°) = 15 

Clicking Calculate anchor graph performs an 
initial assessment of which regions in the density 
map could accommodate models. One sphere 
per chosen model is placed in the map to guide 
placement by the user prior to local fitting. The 
anchor graph is created as a marker model. 

Clicking Fit runs the calculation as a background 
task. Reset deletes any existing results; 
otherwise, new results will be appended to those 
already in the dialog (rather than replacing them 
automatically).  

Output file location (optional) - local directory in 
which to place files used or produced by the 
calculation, including the most recent set of 
results, stderr, and stdout files 

 

 

 

When the calculation finishes, the results are listed in a table in the MultiFit dialog. 

Each row in the table represents a solution to 
the fitting problem. A single solution consists of 
multiple models (the N copies of the input set of 
atoms) in their fitted positions. One or more 
rows can be chosen with the left mouse button 
to display the corresponding solution(s) in the 
main Chimera window. Ctrl-click toggles the 
state (chosen or not) of a single row. Columns 
in the table: 

To save a solution click its row in the MultiFit 
dialog to display its models 

use File / Save PDB in the Chimera menu to 
save the models as one or more PDB files 
relative to the density map model 
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1. Assembly fitting using γ-TEMPy 

γ-TEMPy (Genetic Algorithm for Modelling Macromolecular Assemblies using TEMPy) employs a 
genetic algorithm for building macromolecular complexes using only a 3D-electron microscopy 
density map and the atomic structures of the relevant components. For efficient sampling the 
method uses map feature points calculated by vector quantisation technique. The fitness function 
combines a mutual information score that quantifies the goodness-of-fit with a penalty score that 
helps to avoid clashes between components.  

The python package is under development. In this section we will introduce you to the basic usage 
of the command line tool and show a recalculated results obtained for the above test case (2DQJ) 
used in MultiFit tutorial. 

The files to be are in PRAC-7 under gamma-tempy/2DQJ directory 

Change your working directory to gamma-tempy/2DQJ using the cd command 

cd gamma-tempy/2DQJ 

Basic usage in the command line 

source /s/emib/s/epd/setup2.csh 

python gamma_tempy.py --ipdb "2dqj_rand.pdb" --imap "2dqj_10A_tempy.mrc" 
--res 10 --nga 1 --ngen 100 --outfile "2dqj_run1" --outdir "2dqj_run1" -
-popsize 40 --ncpu 4 & 

Description of the switches used 

--ipdb 

Input coordinate file in PDB format. The file should contain all the components (with chain IDs) 
separated with the TER keyword. 

--imap 

Input density map in mrc format 

--res 

Resolution of the map in Å 

--nga 

Number of solution to generate using genetic algorithm 

--ngen 

Number of generation used in the genetic algorithm 

--popsize 

Size of the population describing the number of members (assembly fits) 

--outfile 
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Prefix for the output filenames 

--outdir 

Name of the output directory 

--ncpu 

Number of CPUs to use in parallel for the calculation 

For the purpose of demonstration, the parameters for the above job have been carefully selected to 
have a shorter running time (~15 min) with the compromise on the prediction accuracy (The 
parameters values used are nga=1; ngen=100; popsize=40). The above run will produce an output 
directory called ‘2dqj_run1’ containing the following files 

2dqj_run1_1. pdb   

Contains the coordinates of the predicted assembly fit in PDB format. The run produced only one fit 
as we requested one prediction through the switch --nga with a value of 1 

2dqj_run1_vq.pdb  

Contains the coordinates of the map feature points calculated by vector quantisation technique (in 
PDB format). The file can be opened along with the map in Chimera for viewing the feature points 
in relation with the map. 

2dqj_run1.log  

Contains the details about the input parameters used in the job and the details about the progress 
of the genetic algorithm. Use the grep command on the log file to see the progress of the genetic 
algorithm. 

grep "R[0-9]G[0-9]" 2dqj_run1/2dqj_run1.log 

The command will list details about the fitness scores for each generation as follows 

R1G1,1.4211719322,1.51391599932,-0.0927440671244,0,0.0,0.66107191332,42.5855629663,1.06463907416,0.200857146621 

R1G2,1.4211719322,1.51391599932,-0.0927440671244,0,0.0,1.05371956398,47.841001,1.196025025,0.103311527017 

R1G3,1.43179776772,1.51106953784,-0.079271770125,0,0.0,1.14172747504,50.4337116285,1.26084279071,0.0832235416445 

R1G4,1.43179776772,1.51106953784,-0.079271770125,0,0.0,1.21647584103,52.3146870639,1.3078671766,0.0707447278576 

… 

R1G95,1.92232533944,1.9469975939,-0.0246722544595,0,0.0,1.92232533944,76.8930135777,1.92232533944,8.99493250624e-16 

R1G96,1.92232533944,1.9469975939,-0.0246722544595,0,0.0,1.92232533944,76.8930135777,1.92232533944,8.99493250624e-16 

R1G97,1.92232533944,1.9469975939,-0.0246722544595,0,0.0,1.92232533944,76.8930135777,1.92232533944,8.99493250624e-16 

R1G98,1.92232533944,1.9469975939,-0.0246722544595,0,0.0,1.92232533944,76.8930135777,1.92232533944,8.99493250624e-16 

R1G99,1.92232533944,1.9469975939,-0.0246722544595,0,0.0,1.92232533944,76.8930135777,1.92232533944,8.99493250624e-16 

R1G100,1.92232533944,1.9469975939,-0.0246722544595,0,0.0,1.92232533944,76.8930135777,1.92232533944,8.99493250624e-16 
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The description of the above column of items separated by commas is as follows: 

Run_number and Generation number, Total fitness value of the fittest member in the population, its 
weighted Mutual Information score, its clash penalty score, its atom protrusion penalty score (not 
used), its symmetry score (not used), minimum fittest value in the population, total fitness value of 
all the members in the population, average fitness values of the population and the standard 
deviation of the fitness value of all the members in the population. 

While you wait for the completion of your job, we have placed a pre-calculated results produced by 
using the optimum parameter setting into the directory 2dqj/. The directory will contain 20 GA 
predicted assembly fits (corresponding to 20 GA runs) in PDB format along with the log and the 
vector quantisation feature points in PDB format. 

Based on our testing, better accurate prediction can be obtained by using the following parameter 
setting 

nga=20  

ngen=100 

popsize=160  

Since GA is a heuristic technique, multiple runs may or may not produce similar result. We found 
that 20 independent GA runs are enough to identify near native fits. Please note that the job with 
the above mentioned optimum parameter setting would require more processors and computation 
time to complete. 

In Chimera, open all the 20 GA predicted assembly fits 2dqj/2dqj_[1-20].pdb along with its native 
PDB file 2DQJ.pdb and compare the fits. 

Run the following script to rank the fits (20 in this case) based on their fitness values, calculate 
their RMSDs with the native fit (2DQJ.pdb) as well as the score of the native fit. 

python score_ga_fits.py 2dqj_10A_tempy.mrc 2DQJ.pdb 2dqj/2dqj 10 "LHY" 
"" > 2dqj.out 

The output file 2dqj.out will contain the GA run index ranked (based on the fitness value) along with 
its RMSD values with respect to the native fit (2DQJ.pdb). The description of the parameters is as 
follows 

2dqj_10A_tempy.mrc (the density map file used in the GA run) 

2DQJ.pdb (The native assembly fit used to calculate the RMSD values) 

2dqj/2dqj (the output_directory_name/prefix_of_output_filename) 

10 (the resolution of the map) 

“LHY” represent the asymmetric chain ID present in the assembly model 

“” (any symmetric chain IDs in the assembly) 

At the end of the test file 2dqj.out, you will find that the GA runs with index 10 (2dqj_10.pdb) and 9 
(2dqj_9.pdb) were ranked on the top based on fitness value. Its corresponding RMSDs with the 
native fit (2DQJ.pdb) are 3.46 Å and 3.22 Å respectively.  Observe these models in Chimera.    


